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ISSJ provides new opportunities National ranking places
Xavier fifth in Midwest
through Theology Department
BY TAYLOR FULKERSON
Managing Editor
Community engagement is
one of the most common phrases used at Xavier. Now, Xavier’s
Theology Department is ready to
interpret that phrase for itself.
The Institute for Spirituality
and Social Justice (ISSJ) is a
new initiative of the Theology
Department that will offer graduate degrees and certificate programs as well as workshops for
professionals in the Cincinnati
area.
The institute held events this
summer, attracting community
members and students to a workshop on Pope Francis’ apostolic exhortation “The Joy of the
Gospel” and a Saturday Sampler
featuring free workshops with institute faculty.
Paul
Knitter,
Professor
Emeritus of Theology at Xavier
and the Paul Tillich Professor of
Theology, World Religions and
Culture at Union Theological
Seminary in New York will help
the ISSJ with its kick-off at 7
p.m. on Sept. 28 in the Cintas
Center.
Many communities
The graduate programs offered by the ISSJ will be available
to Xavier students in the form of
a five-year B.A. and M.A. combined degree.
The five-year program will allow students to apply to the institute and begin taking classes as
juniors, even without a theology
major.
Besides serving Xavier students, the ISSJ plans to reach out
to professionals in the region.
The ISSJ will also offer certificate programs that consist
of five courses “to empower,
enhance or even re-tool professionals who are in professions
other than pastoral ministry, or
even for people who don’t have
as strong an ethical background
as they might like to have had,”
Dr. Gillian Ahlgren, director of
the Institute for Spirituality and
Social Justice, said.
Beyond attempting to attract
various types of students and
professionals to its offerings, the
institute plans to broaden horizons through international study
options as well.
“There aren’t that many grad©2014
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Members of Xavier and the community meet at a workshop to discuss
Pope Francis’ “The Joy of the Gospel” as part of the new ISSJ program.

uate programs in theology that
offer an international context for
your study. To be able to offer
that, at least as an opportunity,
to everyone who comes through
our doors, I think, is something
unique,” Ahlgren said.
The institute is currently considering offering courses in the
Holy Land, where a delegation
of Xavier students visited this
summer, in Lima, Peru, through
the Jesuit university there and in
Assisi, Italy.
Home at Xavier
Though the institute is looking well beyond campus, it will
remain rooted in Xavier’s Jesuit
tradition. One aspect of this will
be an emphasis on Ignatian spirituality and discernment.
“One (requisite) is a course
in the Ignatian tradition, and
when we teach that Ignatian tradition, we teach it in ways that
are consistent with the institute,”
Ahlgren said.
All degrees and certificates
offered through the institute will
include this component, a focus
of Ahlgren’s recent research, as
well as a capstone course titled
“Discernment and Integration”
to empower students in understanding themselves and their
professions.
The institute will also impact
the Theology Department and
what it will be able to offer. “A lot
of our work was just restructuring and figuring out what’s going
to be relevant for people today,”
Theology Department Chair
Sarah Melcher said.
The institute “doesn’t detract

Inside this issue

BY MADDIE DAY
Staff Writer
The U.S. News & World
Report has ranked Xavier among
the top 10 Midwest colleges for
the 20th straight year.
According to the organization’s latest America’s Best
Colleges rankings, Xavier took
fifth among the best Midwest
colleges and universities.
Creighton University of
Omaha, Neb., took first place,
followed by Butler University of
Indianapolis.
Xavier tied for fifth with
Valparaiso University, a private,
Lutheran-affiliated institution in
northwest Indiana.
Xavier tied for first place in
the category of graduation rate
with 76 percent.
The university also took the
second place spots for average
alumni donations with 17 percent and was named amongst the
“Best Colleges for Veterans.”
The U.S. News & World
Report also named Xavier to
its list of A-Plus Schools for
B Students, which recognizes
schools that cater to dedicated
students who aren’t necessarily
academic standouts.
“At a time of increased competition and stretched resources in higher education, I am
especially proud to once again
be in the top five of this list of

620 universities,” President, Fr.
Michael J. Graham, S.J. said.
“I want to commend our faculty and staff for their efforts to
uphold and advance the Xavier
mission to educate the whole person and forming students who
will have a positive impact on
our community and our world,”
Graham said.
The U.S. News & World
Report is an American news magazine published in Washington,
D.C. It is known primarily for
its influential ranking and annual
reports of colleges, universities,
and graduate schools of all fields
and subjects.
The U.S. News & World
Report considered several categories, including university class
sizes, peer assessments, student
test scores and retention rates.
The publication designates
schools in four categories — national universities, national liberal
arts colleges, regional universities
and regional colleges.
Xavier is ranked among regional universities based on its
geographic location, and the
Midwest region includes schools
from Ohio to Nebraska and
South Dakota.
A more detailed report of the
rankings and selection criteria
can be found at the U.S. News &
World Report website at www.usnews.com/colleges.

from what we’re doing at the undergraduate level too much because we haven’t increased our
offerings too much, but I anticipate that we will have to later.
The biggest impact is that we’re
hiring an expert in pastoral theology, so we’re doing that this semester,” she said.
Principal faculty in the department, including Melcher, will
be offering courses for the institute. She has already offered one
course that will be a staple in the
institute’s offerings. “Liberating
Bible” is an “introductory course
to the study of the Bible” focusing on passages of “social justice
and ecological justice.”
Though the institute has only
conceptually been in the works
On Sept. 16, Xavier’s Career Development Office hosted the Fall
since a January 2013 department
meeting, many projects are al- Career Fair as a way of connecting Xavier students and alumni with
a variety of businesses that are seeking employees and interns. More
ready well underway.
Melcher said that the admin- than 85 companies, ranging from locally-based companies like Kroger
istration has been supportive, and Procter & Gamble to giants like Coca-Cola and Target, attendespecially in locating funding for ed this year’s event. The office will also host a number of lectures
throughout September and October about successful job-hunting.
the ISSJ.
“It’s very encouraging because we know that we’ve got
the financial support to do it,”
Melcher said.
As the institute officially opens
later this month, it will attempt
“to help people think creatively
about the problems we face as a
community and as a nation and
as a species,” Ahlgren said.
“Everything that we’ve done
so far has had such a galvanizing
effect that it begins to help us to
see the possibilities of what we
can do even more,” Ahlgren said.
See the Newswire’s website
Newswire photo by Alex Hertzfeld
(xaviernewswire.com) for the full story. Melissa Martin (right), representing Enquirer Media, speaks with a student.

Xavier hosts career fair
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Campus News

Office of Residence Life announces housing options

BY LYDIA ROGERS

Campus News Editor
The Office of Residence Life
has announced the housing selection process for rising third- and
fourth-year students for the 201516 school year.
There will be three separate
sign-up sessions which will be
taking place in the Musketeer
Mezzanine in Fenwick Place. The
sessions will be 4-7 p.m. on Sept.
18, 9 a.m. to noon on Sept. 19 and
9 a.m. to noon on Sept. 22.
Students in their second year
at Xavier who have signed a twoyear housing contract last year will
receive priority for this process
and will be permitted to sign up
from 2-4 p.m. Sept. 18.
This year, there will be no randomly generated selection times.
The process will be on a firstcome, first-serve basis. When
students have an opening in their
schedule, they can come to any of
the selection times.
Students will be personally assisted by a member of the Residence
Life staff so they will have a clearer
understanding of their options and
room configurations.
Students also have the option
to sign up as an individual, pair or
in a group. If students sign up as
individuals, Residence Life will as-

sign roommates.
If students wish to sign up as a
group but not all members of the
group are able to attend the sign up
session, Residence Life will reserve
them a spot. If the group is able to
sign the housing agreement within
24 hours of the sign up, the housing assignment will be finalized.
Students will not be required
to leave a security deposit during
their sign-up session. They will
only need to present their ALL
Card, and Residence Life will accept the signed agreement as their
statement of commitment.
All housing options will be
available except for Husman and
Brockman Halls, which are reserved for first-year students. The
options include the Commons,
the Village, Bishop Fenwick Place,
Kuhlman Hall, Buenger Hall,
Manor House, 1019 Dana and
University Apartments.
“This process was very successful last year,” Senior Director
of Student Affairs Lori Lambert
said. “Students reported that having the process completed by the
end of September relieved them
of dealing with the stress of finding off-campus housing.”
Students entering their third
or fourth year are not required
to sign up for Xavier housing.

However, the Office of Residence
Life encourages all students to remain on-campus.
“University research shows
that students who live on-campus
for four years are more likely to
have higher GPAs, more likely
to be involved, are more likely to
remain at the university and are
more likely to graduate within
four years,” Lambert said.
The Office of Residence Life
also offers a list of reasons for
third and fourth-year students to
remain on campus, which includes
convenience, safety, Xavier services and the simple sign-up process.
Students who are new to the university this fall are required to live
on campus for their first two years
at Xavier. This housing process will
occur in the spring semester.
If students miss the sign up sessions, they can select a living space
any time until 5 p.m. on Sept. 30 by
going to the Residence Life office
during regular business hours.
Correction: The Campus News
story, “University transitions to
new Core” and last week’s correction misstated the vote count of
the Faculty Assembly. Core B was
approved by 68.7% of the vote and
86.6% of voters said that they favored or could support Core B.

- Paid Advertisement -
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Get Away welcomes students

BY ERICA LAMPERT

Guest Writer
The Xavier’s Dorothy Day
Center for Faith and Justice (CFJ)
hosted its annual Get Away retreat
for first-year students.
This CFJ event has been ongoing for 20 years and continues to
have high attendance from firstyear students.
The Get Away experience was
developed in the 1990s in order to
give first-year students a break after their first month at Xavier.
“Students should go so that
they have a breather within the
busyness of the first month
of school,” CFJ Director Greg
Carpinello said.
Past attendees believe that every
student should get involved with
this trip because it allows them to
get to know people more deeply and

finally gain a sense of belonging at
Xavier.
“My favorite part of the trip was
the small group activities,” firstyear Sarah Barbaro said. “In just 24
hours, I found a new family who I
know will be with me forever.”
Students also listened to speeches from upperclassmen about how
they have adjusted to college life
and their advice on how to make the
transition into college smoother.
“Any student feeling lost and
overwhelmed in the confusion of
starting college should attend Get
Away,” Barbaro said.
The experience also offers time for
self-reflection and group discussions.
“Students get a chance to step
back and think about how their
time at Xavier is going so far and
to set goals for their coming year,”
Carpinello said.

Photo courtesy of Rachel Snodgrass

First-year students and upperclass mentors take a break from life on campus.
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New financial plan proposed for streetcar

BY JUSTIN WORTHING

Xavier Newswire

including Mayor John Cranley’s
Staff Writer
suggestion for a new parking perA new financial plan proposal
mit program for OTR that would
for the Cincinnati Streetcar projcreate $300 to $400 annual parkect would raise property taxes in
ing fees. If approved, it would
Cincinnati’s Downtown and Overmake OTR one of the most exthe-Rhine (OTR) neighborhoods.
pensive places to park in the U.S.
If acceptL o w ed, this plan
income OTR
would
turn
residents
Downtown
would be exand
OTR
empt from the
into a Special
parking
fee
Improvement
plan, but some
District (SID),
have concerns
which would
about
what
create a new
consequences
property tax
the tax plan
to fund the
would
have
streetcar. The
for them.
plan does not
Mary Burke
name a specific
Rivers,
examount for the
ecutive directax.
tor of OTR
The Haile/
Community
U.S.
Bank
Housing, said
Foundation, a
she is conPhoto courtesy of urbancincy.com
private foun- The financial proposal for the Cincinnati Streetcar project would raise property taxes in cerned about
dation sup- Downtown and OTR. At this time, the plan does not specify how much the tax would be. the likelihood
porting the streetcar project, pro- something comes together in time of providing affordable rent with
posed the plan last Wednesday. for the beginning of operations in the tax. She told the Cincinnati
Neither the foundation nor the 2016,” Avner said.
Business Courier that she hopes
city has the power to create the
The foundation hopes the SID the Haile Foundation will value
SID. It would only be implement- would cover 68 percent of the diversity in OTR when forming
ed if property owners in the area streetcar finances, or $2.9 million its policies.
voted to accept it.
The streetcar route is curof the estimated $4.2 million in
Haile
Foundation
Vice costs. Additionally, 24 percent rently scheduled to travel from
President Eric Avner stated that would come from the streetcar’s Second Street in Downtown to
this tax district is only one pro- suggested $1 fare and 8 percent Henry Street in OTR. It will run
posal among many for financing would come from sponsorship 18 hours a day, seven days a week.
the streetcar.
The streetcar is expected to begin
and naming rights.
“We see this as merely one set
Some have also proposed ear- operation in 2016 pending conof ideas for funding the Cincinnati lier ideas for financing the project, struction deadlines.
Streetcar 2016 ongoing operational expenses,”Avner said.
“All reasonable ideas should be
considered. However, we agree
wholeheartedly with the Mayor’s
recent comments that we can’t
wait around any longer and hope

- Paid Advertisement -

Seniors, apply now for a
post-graduation assignment.
Choose your country and program.

peacecorps.gov/openings
It only takes an hour to apply!
1.855.855.1961 | chicago@peacecorps.gov

Upcoming SAC
Events
Compiled by Meredith Francis

Muskies After Dark:
Superheroes
Friday, Sept. 19
9 p.m.
Gallagher Student Center

Late Night Movie:
“X-Men: Days of Future Past”
Thursday, Sept. 18 - Sunday, Sept. 21
11 p.m.
Gallagher Student Center Theater

Trip to Oktoberfest
Saturday, Sept. 20
4 p.m.
Buses leave Buenger Circle for
Downtown Cincinnati

Late Night Snack:
Chik-Fil-A and singersongwriter Preston Pugmire
Thursday, Sept. 25
9 p.m.
Gallagher Student Center Foodcourt

Police
Notes
Sept. 8, 6:54 a.m. – A student reported being harassed by
another student.

Redefine your Future

Edited by: Meredith Francis
francism@xavier.edu

Sept. 8, 4:33 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati Police
in investigating a report of a
subject lying in the street on
Winding Way near the Armory.
The subject was taken into custody by Cincinnati Police and
transported to hospital for psychiatric reasons.
Sept. 8, 8:18 p.m. – Xavier
Police investigated a report of
a subject harassing a student on
Dana Avenue near the Alumni
Center. The subject was sent on
his or her way after the student
declined to press charges.
Sept. 9, 6:44 p.m. – A student who moved a camera at the
entrance to Kuhlman Hall was
cited for tampering with safety
equipment.
Sept. 10, 12:30 a.m. – Xavier
Police cited four students for
drug abuse after the students
ran from officers. The students

admitted to smoking marijuana in
the Victory Family Park.

Samaritan Hospital with possible alcohol poisoning.

Sept. 12, 6:15 p.m. – A student reported the theft of an iPad
from his or her backpack, which
was left unattended in the Hoff
Dining Commons.

Sept. 13, 8:40 p.m. – A passenger found passed out during
a traffic stop was transported
to Good Samaritan Hospital by
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue with
possible alcohol poisoning.

Sept. 12, 6:45 p.m. – Two students who admitted to smoking
marijuana in the Smith Lot were
cited for drug abuse.
Sept 13, 1:27 a.m. – Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue transported an
underage, intoxicated student
from Kuhlman Hall to Good

Note of the

Week

This is (almost) a
holdup.
Sept. 9, 4:57 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Norwood
Police in investigating a holdup alarm in the new bookstore
at University Station. It was a
false alarm.

Sept. 13, 11:27 p.m. –
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue
transported an underage, intoxicated student to Good
Samaritan Hospital with possible alcohol poisoning.
Sept. 14, 9:26 a.m. – A student reported the theft of a
smartphone from his or her
dorm room during a party.
Approximately 10 people were
in attendance.
Sept. 14, 1:46 p.m. – Several
students accessed an occupied
room in Brockman Hall by using a summer access swipe card
that failed to deactivate. The
students will be brought up on
disciplinary charges through the
university.

Xavier Newswire
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Class partners with Freestore Foodbank
BY JESSICA LARKIN
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writing.
“Using a client allows students
to
immediately see the practical
This fall, Dr. Wendy Maxian’s
nature
of media writing ... and
200-level communications course
how
narrative
writing can be incalled Writing for the Media will
corporated
to
help
a client’s audibe collaborating with Freestore
ences
become
more
involved with
Food Bank’s COOKS! Program.
the
client’s
The purorganization,”
pose of the
Maxian said.
course is to
Maxian also
learn about
noted
that the
and construct
course’s
close
media writing
work
with
the
while creatnon-profit
fits
ing real media
Xavier’s
miscontent for
sion of solidara local nonity and “men
profit. The
and women for
course will alothers.”
low students
“The goal
to apply their
of
the partnerknowledge
ship
between
in a realmy
(Writing
world setting,
Photo courtesy of freestorefoodbank.org
for
the
Media)
rather
than Xavier’s Writing for the Media class will partner with the Freestore Foodbank to have
hands-on
writing
experience
while
also
helping
a
Cincinnati
non-profit
organization.
students
and
using fake authe
Freestore
diences
and
material to work with and that Foodbank’s COOKS! Program
assignments.
The Freestore Foodbank’s COOKS! was eager to have stu- is to demonstrate the value and
COOKS! Program began in 2001 dents create content for them,” power of media writing while
providing high-quality content for
to help students prepare for work Maxian said.
Working
with
a
non-profit
ora non-profit,” Maxian said.
in the food service industry. The
ganization
will
give
students
a
The course will better exemprogram is a free, 10-week prochance
to
work
with
content
that
plify
how media writing can be
gram for students who come from
is
generally
more
captivating
than
practically
applied to real-world
low-income households. The promany
other
hypothetical
assignservices,
especially
non-profits.
gram uses both donated and purments.
Non-profit
organizations
Communication
majors
and writchased food from the Rosenthal
commonly
require
more
commuing
minors
are
encouraged
to take
Community Kitchen.
nication-relation
services,
giving
the
course
to
fit
the
requirement,
“I worked closely with Sean
Rhiney in the Eigel Center to students a plethora of chances to but any student with an interest in
choose a community partner practice with a real-life application working with this writing style can
that would meet the needs of the and hone their abilities in media take the course.
Copy Editor

class,” Maxian said.
“Sean suggested the COOKS!
program as a partner because they
have interesting stories to tell.
After talking with the Foodbank’s
communications person, it was
clear that students would have

News in Brief

- United States and World News -

BY MEREDITH FRANCIS

Obama addresses ISIS threat

Campus News Editor

Scottish independence vote approaches

Scotland will decide on Sept. 18 whether or not to vote in favor of independence from the United Kingdom. Polls reveal
that the decision will be close, suggesting that the end of the
307-year-old partnership with England could be a reality. If
Scotland votes in favor of independence, the international community has raised concerns about the stability of the Scottish
economy on its own. British Prime Minister David Cameron has
taken several trips to Scotland in an attempt to convince Scots
to remain part of the United Kingdom.

President Obama unveils aid plan
for Ebola outbreak

President Obama announced on Sept. 16 that the U.S. will create
a military command center in West Africa, the region hardest
hit by the Ebola outbreak. The command center, which will be
stationed in Liberia, could involve as many as 3,000 U.S. troops
and could cost as much as $500 million.

Car bomb kills seven near
U.S. Embassy in Kabul

A car bomb that went off near the U.S. Embassy in Kabul,
Afghanistan, killed seven people, including three NATO soldiers on Sept. 16. The Taliban is claiming credit for the attack,
which also wounded 20 other NATO soldiers and civilians. This
violence, along with several other recent incidents, comes after
controversy still surrounds the recent presidential election, with
some Afghanis disputing the results.

Volcanic eruption likely in the Phillipines

Scientific experts are warning that it is highly probable that the
Mount Mayon volcano in the Phillipines will erupt in upcoming
weeks. An alert was raised to “critical” after volcanic activity
recently increased, including falling hot rocks and small earthquakes. This warning comes as the Bardabunga volcano system
in Iceland is spewing lava and smoke and will also likely erupt.

Photo courtesy of time.com

President Obama addressed the nation on television on Sept. 10 about U.S. plans to “degrade and destroy” ISIS.

BY RICHARD MEYER
Copy Editor

In a nationally televised speech
from the White House, President
Barack Obama addressed the rising tension with the terrorist organization known as ISIS in Syria
and Iraq in an attempt to update
the public on the current situation.
On Sept. 10, Obama outlined
the planned increase in U.S. military aid. The role of the U.S. military is part of an international
support effort for the Iraqi forces.
As a part of this aid, 475
American military advisers will
be sent to Iraq, increasing the
total involvement to about 1,700

persons.
President Obama assured the
listeners that the increased aid is
different from a full war, as the
U.S. withdrew its troops in Iraq
less than three years ago.
“It will not involve American
combat troops fighting on foreign
soil,” Obama said.
However,
some
Obama
Administration officials have been
referring to the involvement as
a “war.” Secretary of State John
Kerry said the U.S. was “at war”
with ISIS in an interview with CBS
after previously referring to it as a
“counterterrorism operation.”
Following Obama’s address,

a video was released of a British
aid worker, David Haines, being
beheaded by ISIS on Sept. 13.
Haines was abducted in Syria in
2013.
This was the third video of its
kind to be released by the terror
group.
“We will work with the United
Kingdom and a broad coalition
of nations from the region and
around the world to bring the perpetrators of this outrageous act
to justice, and to degrade and destroy this threat to the people of
our countries, the region and the
world,” Obama said in response
to the video.
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Water polo starts new season with a new look

BY SARABETH CUDDIHY

(CWPA).
This is the first league the team
The Xavier club water polo has belonged to in years. The
team had its first tournament whole team is prepared to start
of the year this weekend for the a new season with the CWPA's
Collegiate Water Polo Association backing. “(Joining the CWPA)
means that we are advancing from
where we were as a non-formal
club,” coach Matt Garbellini said.
The league is split into two different divisions. Xavier belongs
to the Great Lakes division which
houses nine teams of 20 or more
people.
The Great Lakes division includes Ohio State University and
University of Notre Dame, who
are currently ranked seventh and
ninth in the nation respectively,
as well as Miami University (OH),
University of Dayton and several
Newswire photo by Sarabeth Cuddihy
Members of the water polo team pose Chicago-based teams.
for a picture while preparing for the match.
“It gives Xavier an opportuStaff Photographer

nity to present itself in another
good club sport at a good club
sport level,”team president Jacob
Enriquez said when asked about
the tougher level of competition.
One of the biggest concerns
with joining the league is that
Xavier would have to join a men's
league while there are two girls on
the team.
As of last year, the girls were
told they could not play in league
tournaments, but Garbellini
asked the CWPA for clarification,
and the result was positive. The
CWPA's postion was very clear:
the girls would be allowed to play.
"I didn't hear about (the ruling)
until this past summer," Enriquez
said when asked how he felt about
the decision. “I think it's great.”
“There is a men's league,
a women's league, and a coed

Men’s soccer dominates Cincinnati
BY ADAM TORTELLI

Staff Writer
The game had all the makings
of a night to remember: a record
crowd of 2,178 people were in
attendance, the opposition was
crosstown rival University of
Cincinnati and the Xooligans were
in full force wearing their togas.
There was an incredible atmosphere as the stands were packed.
As a result of maintaining possession within the Bearcats’ defensive third for much of the match,
the Musketeers walked away with
a 3-0 victory.

Newswire photo by Liz Goold

Team members celebrate a goal
against the University of Cincinnati.

Senior midfielder Garrett
Halfhill scored two goals and senior Will Walker delivered the nail
in the coffin with a third goal for
the Musketeers.
Head coach Andy Fleming
praised his seniors after the game
for their leadership in preserving
the team’s high energy and constant pressure—even when their
lead increased to a two-goal advantage before halftime.
Despite a barrage of shots on
target, the scoring did not start
until the 25th minute when junior
midfielder Kyle Martin placed
across into the middle for Halfhill
to tap in.
Following a Bearcats foul,
Halfhill headed in a Musketeer set
piece for his second goal of the
night with only eight minutes left
in the first half.
The second half would not
have as much excitement until
Walker found the back of the net
from 15 yards out.
While many are drawn in by
the offense’s impressive stat line
of three goals on three assists, the
Musketeer defense made a fierce
statement Sept. 13.
In comparison to Xavier’s 14
shots (six of which were on goal),
UC only managed to get off seven
shots (two of which were on target and both were saved by senior

Newswire photo by Liz Goold

Senior Owen Steinwall fights for the
ball with a Cincinnati defender.

goalkeeper Eric Osswald).
With the win, Xavier improves
to 3-2-0 and remains unbeaten
against the Bearcats since 2009.
For the Bearcats, UC suffered
its third loss of the season and
have yet to crack into the win column in 2014.
Xavier men’s soccer will travel
this weekend to Lewisburg, Pa.,
to take on Bucknell before returning home for a match next
week against Loyola Marymount
University (Calif.).

league ... In terms of the women
at Xavier competing for us, they
are allowed to do so because they
don't compose 50 percent of the
team," Garbellini said.
Xavier is the only team in the
league with girls playing on its
men's team.
The team played well this weekend, despite recording four losses.
“It's a wake up call,” Garbellini
said of the teams performance.
“With what we have to work
with, we aren't doing too bad ...
In the last game against Notre
Dame I asked for three goals and
the team rose to the occasion and
gave me five”
Sophomore
goalie
Jim
Knowles received special mention from the coach for his outstanding performance. "He's been
a tank. He's done everything I've

asked of him," Garbellini said.
“Jim is a second-year player who
last year decided it would be fun
to try something new.
“We need to gain more experience,” Enriquez said when asked
about how the team plans to
improve.
“Even though it might not
show on the score board, I
think we are gaining valuable
experience.”
Enriquez said he would describe this weekend as successful,
despite the losses.
The team gained important
experience during this tournament and will next participate in
a league tournament in October at
Notre Dame.

Disclaimer: Staff Photographer
Sarabeth Cuddihy is a member of
the water polo team.

Rule changes coming to NHL
BY ANDREW UTZ

Guest Writer
The National Hockey League
(NHL) approved various rule
changes for the coming 2014-15
season.
These changes include expanding the trapezoid behind the
goalkeeper’s net two feet on both
sides. This increases the area in
which the goalie can handle the
puck behind the net.
Another change to the rink
layout is the increased width of
the hash marks around the faceoff circles, to match the measurements used in international
hockey.
In dealing with face-offs, defensive teams will not be able to
waste time before the play.
A warning will be called for the
first offense and a minor penalty
for a second offense.
Additionally, physical penalties,
such as charging, elbowing or interference, are to be reclassified
into the “Physical Fouls” category.
The punishment for making two
of these penalties will result in a
single game suspension.
As the National Basketball
Association did in the 2012-13
season, the NHL will begin fining players who dive or embellish
fouls.
Both players and coaches will
be fined if enough incidents are

recorded.
The tripping penalty has also
been revised for cases in which a
defending player dives or trips the
attacking player.
Regardless of whether the
puck was the first initial contact
made by the defender, a two-minute penalty will be given.
In the past, a penalty shot
would have been given for tripping. The new rule now states
that if the defender touches the
puck before the trip, no penalty
shot will be awarded, and the two
minute penalty on the defender
will stand.
In order to aid the referees,
the goal judge will be given more
situations for video review of a
“goal” or “no goal” call.
This is mostly to guide the referee as it is sometimes difficult to
keep track of the quickly moving
puck.
A change to penalty shots has
also occurred.
The “spin-o-rama” move,
where the penalty taker makes a
360-degree spin in front of the
goal, has been eliminated in all
cases.
Also, in shootouts, the head
coach no longer has to submit a
list of the first three players that
are taking the penalty shots. These
new rules will be implented immediately in the 2014-15 season.

her out of the elevator claiming to
security that she had “too much to
drink.”
Upon initial review on July
24, NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodell suspended Rice for two
games.
On March 27, Rice was indicted by a grand jury on charges of
third-degree aggravated assault.
A day later Rice and Palmer
were wed. On May 1, Rice pleaded
not guilty and applied for pretrial
intervention on May 20.
In light of this new video surfacing, the Baltimore Ravens have
released Rice.
This video was brought to the
attention of ESPN thanks to their

investigative team, Outside the
Lines.
In response to the indefinite
suspsension of Rice, the NFL
Players’ Association (NFLPA)
filed an appeal. It looks to take the
matter out of the commissioner’s
hands into those of an independent mediator. The association
has had uneasy feelings about how
the commsioner handles personal
conduct policy.
The NFLPA believes that
Goodell was in the wrong for
punishing an athlete twice for the
same instance.
At the end of the day, Rice’s
reputation in the professional
sphere is shot.

Ray Rice surveillance tape surfaces
BY Mara Meersman

Photo courtesy of isportstimes.com

All-pro running back Ray Rice was released by the Baltimore Ravens.

Guest Writer
A surveillance video documenting
events
involving
National Football League (NFL)
all-pro running back Ray Rice
formerly of the Baltimore Ravens
and his fiancé, Janay Palmer, have
surfaced. The video shows Rice
and Palmer in an altercation that
allegedly left Palmer unconscious.
TMZ was contacted by security staff with video footage
that it released on Sept. 8 that
shows Rice proceeding to spit in
Palmer’s face twice.
Rice then exchanged words
that led to him delivering a knockout punch. He proceeded to drag
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Women’s soccer toppled by Pepperdine, Cincinnati
Edited by: Nick McGill
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

BY RAY HUMIENNY
Copy Editor

Coming off a tie with
Northern Kentucky University
and a three-game winning streak,
the Xavier women’s soccer
team faced off against the no.
13 Pepperdine Waves at home
in its eighth game of the regular season. This past Thursday’s
match-up tested the Musketeers’
defense, with Pepperdine taking
13 shots throughout the first half.

Team
Leaders
Goals Scored

Tori Doss (3)
Shots on Goal

Tori Doss (13)
Assists

Catherine Allon (2)

The defense held the Waves to
a scoreless game at halftime as senior goalkeeper Katie Markesbery
recorded seven first half saves
against Pepperdine’s relentless
offense.
“Our goal going into the game
tonight was to be in the game at
halftime with one of the top 10
teams in the country,” head coach
Woody Sherwood said, and the
Muskies certainly accomplished
that feat.
However, the second half did
not mark the end to Pepperdine’s
push toward the goal.
The Waves managed to break
through the Xavier defense at the
start of the second half, scoring
within the box at the 48’32” mark.
In response, the Muskies took
the offensive and created two opportunities in an attempt to tie up
the game.
Freshman midfielder Maddie
Tierney and sophomore forward
Tori Doss each had a shot on
goal ,taking the pressure off the
Muskie defense.
Still, the Pepperdine offense
did not let up as it scored within
the box again at the 71’21” mark.
Markesberry recorded a single

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

Junior defender Maria Libertin tees up the ball for a goal kick against Pepperdine.

save during the second half before the game concluded with a
2-0 Xavier loss.
“(Pepperdine) scored two very
good goals in the second half
and proved why they are one of
the top teams in the country,”
Sherwood said. “Now we look
forward to going over to take on
Cincinnati on Sunday.”
Unfortunately, Sunday (Sept.
14) proved to be no different

against UC, as a penalty kick at
the 1’53” mark resulted in an early
Bearcat lead.
The UC offense continued to
put pressure on the Musketeers
with 14 shots during the first half.
Markesbery recorded five saves
while the defense helped to keep
the Bearcats scoreless for the remainder of the half in a dominating performace by Xavier.
Freshman defender Carly

Alfano generated the Muskies’
only shot on goal nearing halftime, but the Bearcat goalkeeper
managed to seize the Muskies’ offensive opportunity.
Likewise, the second half did
not show any signs of relief for
the Xavier defense.
The Bearcats recorded 17 shots
against the Musketeers, eventually
scoring again off of a throw-in at
the 76’33” mark.
Unable to respond, a 2-0
Xavier loss marked the end of the
match.
“Today was very disappointing because we had made tremendous progress over the last three
weeks, and to suffer a setback like
this at Cincinnati is hard to swallow,” Sherwood said about the
performance.
Markesbery brought her career
save total to 418 after recording
an additional three saves during
the second half. She is only three
saves short of exceeding former
goalkeeper Kelcey Ervick, who
currently holds Xavier’s all-time
saves record.
Xavier looks to bounce back as
it hosts Morehead State at 7 p.m.
on Sept. 19.

Volleyball closes Invitational Basketball schedule released

BY ADAM PURVIS

pulled away with seven points
This lead to the Muskies taking
Guest Writer
to make the score 9-2 in the the lead 12-11 and keeping it until
Coming back home to host beginning.
the final score of 25-17 this set.
the third invitational of its seaSyracuse brought itself back
Down early in set two, Xavier
son, the Xavier’s women’s volley- within three points of Xavier pulled off a four-point run that
ball team hosted the Millennium before Xavier called a timeout. kept it within striking distance of
Hotel Invitational, which brought Syracuse could not come back af- the Buckeyes for the rest of the
Ohio, Syracuse and Ohio State to terwards, with Xavier sophomore second set.
Cincinnati last weekend.
Abbey Bessler serving a six-point
Even with multiple ties in this
Its first game on Sept. 12 was run. Xavier came out on top of set, the Buckeyes took the set
against the Ohio Bobcats, with this set with a final score of 25-16 25-21.
a tough loss 3-0 to begin the against Syracuse.
After each team took one of
invitational.
Without letting up, Xavier the first two sets, the lead of the
The first set was close, with claimed the final set of this match third set flipped four times early
one team leading by no more than 25-12 against the Orange, keeping on with eight ties. After a tie at 11,
three points until they tied at 12.
Syracuse from making more than OSU won the set with a score of
Ohio gained the lead and won a three-point lead and taking two 25-19.
the set 25-22, even with seven kills five-point service runs with senior
With another tough set for
from the Muskies.
Sariah Suryadevara and senior both teams, Xavier claimed the
Responding with four unan- Aubree Smith serving.
fourth set 26-24 after an error by
swered points in the second set
The team’s final game of the the Buckeyes and a tie at 24.
after a service ace, the Musketeers invitational was a tight match
OSU took the final set of the
could not hold the lead during this against Ohio State. Ohio State match 15-11.
close set. However, eight team er- claimed victory 3-2 to finish up the
The Musketeers are now 6-3
rors hurt Xavier with the Bobcats invitational for the Musketeers.
for the season following the weektaking the last set 25-23.
Down 8-2, Xavier exploded end tournament and look to conFor its next game, Xavier came on a 16-6 run with Smith having tinue winning as the season moves
ready to play against Syracuse another five-point service run.
forward.
on Sept. 13, sweeping Syracuse 3-0
with its first win of
this invitational and
gave Syracuse their
first 3-0 loss of the
season.
In the first set, the
Musketeers spearheaded forward at
22-17. Syracuse retaliated 4-1 and with
two errors from the
Musketeers brought
the score 24-23.
Following a service
error from Syracuse,
Xavier took its first
set on the day.
Coming
back
strong in the secNewswire photo by Mac Schroeder
ond set, the Muskies Teammates look on as the Musketeers compete in the Millenium Hotel Invitational.

BY ISABEL SMITH

Guest Writer
On Sept. 9, the 2014-15 Xavier
men’s basketball schedule was released, including the season’s Big
East conference games.
The schedule looks appealing
for Musketeer fans, as 11 of the 17
home games are weekend matchups. Once again, most games will
be shown on television this year.
After yet another return trip to
the NCAA tournament by earning an at-large bid as one of the
last four teams in, Xavier looks to
build on last season’s success.
The incoming freshman class
for the Musketeers is sure to be
the most highly talented recruiting class in school history. These
freshmen will need to perform at
a high level to keep Xavier competitive in the Big East.
Xavier opens its regular season
with a game against the Northern
Arizona University Lumberjacks
on Nov. 14 at Cintas Center.
The Musketeers’ early schedule also features competition in
the Wooden Legacy in Fullerton,
Calif., with many high caliber teams including, University
of Texas-El Paso, Princeton
University, University of San
Diego and the University of
Washington. Important nonconference road games include
Missouri and Auburn.
Xavier’s Big East Conference
opener will be an exciting matchup
against the Georgetown Hoyas on
New Year’s Eve at Cintas Center.
Other highlights include games
against crosstown rival Cincinnati
(Feb. 18 at UC), 2014 Big East
Champion Providence (Jan. 22 at
PC and Feb. 7 at XU) and 2014 Big
East Regular Season Champion
Villanova (Jan. 14 at VU and Feb.
28 at XU).

Conference
Home Schedule
12/31

vs. Georgetown
1/7

vs. Seton Hall

1/14

vs. Villanova
1/17

vs. Marquette
1/24

vs. Depaul
2/4

vs. Creighton
2/7

vs. Providence
2/14

vs. St. John’s
2/21

vs. Butler
2/28

vs. Villanova
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The nuances of 9/11
In our fervor to remember, what do we forget?

Sept. 11, 2001: A day that, like Imperial Japan’s
Less than a week later, the president announced
attack on Pearl Harbor more than 70 years ago, “will a new “War on Terror” that sought to rid the world
live in infamy.”
of the extremist violence that facilitated the 9/11 atEach year, we remember the thousands of inno- tacks. The U.S. military invaded Afghanistan to oust
cent lives claimed by the attacks on 9/11, flooding the Taliban and bring the attack’s mastermind Osama
social media with posts that read “Never forget” and bin Laden to justice. Today, the Taliban still remains
images of the burning World Trade Center towers.
a powerful force in the region, and bin Laden evaded
9/11 has been ingrained into our collective psyche capture for another 10 years.
in ways that we might still be too close to the event
Just two years later, the United States invaded Iraq
to fully understand. Certain images have been ad- under the premise that Saddam Hussein had weapopted into the American mythos: New Yorkers ons of mass destruction, claims that were ultimately
emerging from clouds of debris to flee across the unsubstantiated.
Brooklyn Bridge; Todd Beamer, the “Let’s roll” man
Both conflicts dragged on for years, further deand a group of passengers storming
stabilizing the region and fermentFlight 93’s cabin to crash the plane
ing anti-Western sentiment. In
before it reaches its intended target;
the decade of chaos and sectarian
two crossbeams of the World Trade
violence that followed, hundreds of
Center falling together to form a
thousands of Afghanis and Iraqis
cross in the wreckage, with firefight(as well as 8,000 Americans) were
ers and NYPD officers looking on.
killed.
The way we talk about and reEven at home, 9/11’s impact was
Andrew Koch
member Sept. 11 has evolved to car(and still is) felt much deeper than
ry with it certain expectations about what it means the patriotism rhetoric might suggest. The attacks
to be an American, and the events that day forever triggered waves of Islamophobia and hate crimes
redefined the word “patriot.” The very name of the against Muslims that still, in some ways, echo toanniversary, “Patriot Day,” evokes a nationalist fervor day. Following 9/11, the government created the
that makes it easy to overlook the complex effects Department of Homeland Security and increased
that 9/11 had on both foreign and domestic national the role of the National Security Administration,
policy. But like with the attack on Pearl Harbor, we beginning widespread invasions of privacy by way
should remember tragedy in the context of what of phone and email-tapping. The attacks that day
follows.
ushered in a new era of suspicion and the violation
Immediately after FDR’s “day which will live in of personal rights not unlike that caused by the Red
infamy” speech, the United States entered World War Scare and McCarthyism.
II and ultimately decided to use nuclear weapons on
On the anniversary of 9/11, we should rememJapan, killing hundreds of thousands of civilians and ber the innocent lives lost on that day and the heroforever shaping the international balance of power. ism of the first responders who risked their lives to
The sociopolitical and international situation follow- rescue them, but
ing 9/11 is worth a similar examination.
we should take care
On Sept. 14, President George W. Bush visited not to understate
Ground Zero and scrambled to the top of a pile of the significance of
rubble, addressing a crowd as he wrapped his arm that moment in
around a New York firefighter. He thanked the first both American and
responders who worked on that day, and when some- world history.
one in the crowd said he couldn’t hear, Bush called
out through a bullhorn, “I can hear you. The rest of
Andrew Koch is the
the world hears you. And the people – and the people editor-in-chief of the
who knocked these buildings down will hear all of Newswire. He is an
us soon.”
English and advertisWith that line, Bush established the United States’ ing double major from
mentality in the weeks and months that would follow. Cincinnati, Ohio.

“We should
remember tragedy in
the context of what
follows.”

Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per semester within
the USA and are prorated.
Subscription and advertising inquiries should be directed
to the advertising manager, Amanda Jones, at 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed on campus, is
free per person per week. Additional copies are 25 cents.

Write to us:
The Xavier Newswire is committed to
publishing opposing viewpoints and opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue on
campus among students, faculty and staff.
The Newswire accepts Letters to the Editor
on a weekly basis. Comments can be submitted online during the week. Please contact
us if you have opinions and wish to write on
a regular basis or a sense of humor and like
to draw. Find us online at xaviernewswire.com.

Newswire cartoon by Digba “Digs” Coker

Correction:

Last week, Alex Spindler’s column stated that the Manresa program’s interfaith service was coordinated by the Office of Interfaith
Community Engagement. The event was actually coordinated by
Abby King-Kaiser, the assistant director for ecumenical and multifaith ministry in the Center for Faith and Justice, and Colin Foos,
the community development coordinator on Manresa Core.

First Amendment to the United States’ Constitution

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Feminism needs men, men need feminism
“Battle of the sexes” must become a thing of the past
I am a cisgender man. Any
conversation that I have about
gender equality feels like it requires that disclaimer, because I
do not understand what it is like
to be a woman, and some women
believe that precludes me from
having a place in the conversation.
However, I respectfully disagree.
I believe that men absolutely
have a place in feminism because
gender equality benefits everyone,
not only women. That being said,
I hope that women will respect
my opinions on the topic with the
proviso that I always keep my gender in mind whenever I enter this
conversation. I also add that I use
the male and female genders as
absolutes in this article, but only
do so as shorthand.
In complete honesty, I consider myself a feminist. Some men as
well as some women may scoff at
this, but I am not afraid to speak
my mind on the topic, and I believe that my thoughts and opinions matter.
As a man, I do not know what
it is like to be a woman. Men: you
do not know what it is like to be

a woman because you are not one.
I have a mother, a sister, aunts,
cousins and close friends that are
women. I have listened to statistics and facts about rape and sexual assault. Teachers teach about
what it is and what it was like to be
a woman throughout history, and
lecturers lecture on a spectrum of
topics related to womanhood. I
still do not know because I have
never lived as a woman.
However, just because I cannot
understand what it is like to be a
woman does not mean that I do
not know that women experience
injustice, nor does it mean that it
is not my problem or responsibility to do something about it.
In “The World House,” Dr.
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
wrote, in reference to Cain’s question to God in Genesis 4:9, “We
are inevitably our brother’s keeper because we are our brother’s
brother. Whatever affects one directly affects all indirectly.”
It may be more appropriate
here to say “my sister’s keeper,”
but the same idea still applies.
Men have a responsibility to not

stand for the injustices inflicted
upon women by (primarily) other
men, whether those injustices are
actions or words.
Without the intention of offending anyone, I must acknowledge the fact that men are also the
victims of sexual assault and sexism. It is true that there are men
that are raped by women. Each

The sewers in Hamilton
County are a mess, and it’s not due
to anything that’s been flushed
down a toilet.
The reason my nose is wrinkled, rather, is because the
Metropolitan Sewer District of
Greater Cincinnati (MSGDC)
has become the latest object of
conflict in the seemingly endless
chest-beating contest between
the governments of the county of Hamilton and the city of
Cincinnati. However, come 2018,
there may be a way to salvage the
sewage district, which appears to
be up an ironic creek without a
paddle.
In 1968, the city and county
signed an agreement which stated
that, although the MSDGC was
controlled by Hamilton County,
its operation would be contracted
out to the City of Cincinnati for
50 years. Basic arithmetic says that
this deal only has a few years left,
and basic logic says that both sides
are beginning to have concerns as
to the future of the MSDGC.
These latent tensions found
an opportunity to surface when

the MSDGC began to organize
over $3 billion in repairs as per
a federal consent decree to fulfill
the mandates of the Clean Water
Act. Both city and county officials
sought the ability to hire contractors for the repairs.
The county commissioners
claimed that the city was going
about the repairs inefficiently
and, using a federal court ruling
which said that they could make
or change rules for the MSDGC,
attempted to take control of the
process. In response, on Aug. 26
the mayor and city manager sent
a formal letter banning the utility oversight director sent by the
county from talking to employees
of the MSDGC and asserting that
federal regulators ought to speak
only to city officials.
If the events described above
sound like petty power grabs to
you, you’re not alone.
About two weeks ago,
Commissioner Monzel and Mayor
Cranley met and stated that they
were “on the same page,” and that
they would be working closer together on the renovation.

So why did it take weeks,
months and, in some regards,
years to reach this conclusion?
The answer is simple: state bureaucrats hate ceding power, especially when one party is fairly liberal (the city) and the other slightly
more conservative (the county).
Thus, the people serviced by
the sewer district have been left
waiting for repairs as the govern-

Gender equality
would benefit
both sexes.
victim is as important as every
other victim, regardless of gender,
race, religion or nationality.
However, I cannot remember the last time that one of my
male friends asked to be walked
home because it was dark and
they were scared to walk home
alone. If there is a single straight,
white, wealthy, Christian man that
is reading this and believes that he
has experienced even a tenth of
the amount of discrimination that

a woman of color has, then he
needs to seriously rethink reality.
Most men live with sexism as
a minor inconvenience in their
lives, whereas many women suffer assault, sexism and harassment
daily. This will not change without
the involvement of men because
we can change ourselves, and we
can try to change our brothers
and friends. Even if it only starts
with awareness of how women
feel about our actions and words,
it can open our eyes and change
our hearts.
Men not only belong in the
fight for true gender equality, they
are needed. That is not to say that
women need men to save them
or that women cannot fight for
themselves, rather that achieving
true gender equality will require
the cooperation of women and
men. An “Us vs. Them” mentality
breeds discontent and alienation,
which is only harmful to achieving
unity and equality.
There are men in America who
are bound to sexism by what they
believe is tradition or by the fear
of not getting what they want,

and they do not understand that
an America where there is gender
equality is better for everyone.
The endgame of feminism is
not that no women will be mothers or that women will have an
easier time getting a job or getting
into college or that men will never
have sex. The endgame is that
half the population can get a fair
shot at the life that they deserve
and want. In America, we are supposed to be free and equal. I say
we try to make it that way.

Realistically, more of the
previously-mentioned malarkey.
However, there is an alternative:
a shared-services oriented model.
The current model (the county
owning and the city operating the
MSDGC) was a step towards an
equitable division of responsibility, but, in leaving one body subservient to the other, it failed to
accommodate the growing polarization of county and city politics.
Instead, it would perhaps be
beneficial to take a page out of
an old plan for Cincinnati’s water
works and spin the MSDGC into
an autonomous organization under the jurisdiction of a board of
directors comprised of city and
county officials.
This plan is sure to turn some
heads. It would require great compromise on the parts of both city
and state officials as well as intense and careful planning. The
county would have to give up its
ownership and the city its operational control of the facility, and
that, on the surface, appeals to no
one.
However, the current dual-

ity in responsibility for the sewer
district has proven antagonistic to
efficient operation, and to move
all control from the city to the
county would result in bitter and
violent backlash on the latter by
the former.
In the absence of a better suggestion from those in power, I will
continue to hold out hope for a
more autonomous MSDGC in
2018.

Nick Bergeman is a junior English
and electronic media double major from
Detroit.

Cincinnati sewer situation stinks of bureaucratic bickering

Pettiness
prevails in city
and county
government.
ments bandied about stronglyworded letters, snide comments
and threats of litigation. In fact, I
would be shocked if the current
armistice lasts more than a month
or two.
So, what will happen in four
years, when the operation of the
MSDGC is to be renegotiated?

Griff Bludworth is a junior
Philosophy, Politics & the Public,
Honors Bachelor of Arts and theatre
triple major from West Chester, Ohio.
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Aeschylean tragedy inspires Honors students

Classics students set to present, in its entirety, Prometheus Bound, one of the most famous Greek plays
By Zenab Saeed

Staff Writer
Dr. Shannon Hogue’s upperlevel Honors Greek 351 class is
preparing to stage a production
of Aeschylus’ classic Greek tragedy, “Prometheus Bound.” Dr.
Shannon Hogue, whose area of
expertise is Greek archaeology,
described the class as an exploration of the work of Greek playwright and tragedian Aeschylus.
Throughout the semester,
the 12 junior and senior Honors
Bachelor of Arts (HAB) students
will develop translation skills of
complex ancient Greek by reading “Prometheus Bound” and enhancing their understandings of
the Prometheus myth by examining other relevant works.
However, their study will be
especially enhanced in a unique
way through the final project: the
production and performance of
“Prometheus Bound.”
“The ancient Greek playwrights
filled multiple roles in their ancient productions: author, director and, often, actor. Throughout
the course, Greek drama and theater figure into our discussions as
we envision how the playwright
adapted the Prometheus myth for
the 5th-century Athenian stage. I
thought that the best way for the
students to envision ‘Prometheus
Bound’ and Aeschylus’ artistry as
a whole was to create their own
production based on their translations and interpretations of the
text, as well as the surviving evidence for ancient Greek theater,”
Hogue said.
In preparation for this final project, the HAB students
are translating the full text of

‘Prometheus Bound’ from ancient the choices that characters make it to them in
Greek into English.
in the face of cruel fates. These the spring, they
According to Hogue, “Reading questions often capture the social were excited at
the text in the original Greek gives pressures that tug on the char- the possibility
the class a better understanding acters, pitting against each other to do something
of the poetic language and me- family and civic duty, democracy different.
ter, which carries the subtle, and and tyranny, loyalty or defiance of
“Now that
at times dramatic, changes in tone. corrupt leadership, divine influ- we are a few
The original play would have ence and free will, male and fe- weeks into the
been set to music, and the Greek male gender roles and so on.
semester, their
poetic meter is the best surviv“While we may come up with enthusiasm has
ing evidence for the musical different answers than the Ancient not
dimmed,
accompaniment.”
Greeks, these questions are still and they are
Furthermore, the class is read- broadly relevant and provide us putting a lot
ing secondary scholarship to ex- with an opportunity to think and of effort into
amine the evidence for various reflect on how we would answer the
producelements of ancient Athenian them personally and as a society.” tion, while also
stagecraft and its limitations.
Hogue is looking forward to reading Ancient
Photo courtesy of linkedin.com
Based on research and a care- the performance and the result of Greek. I am
Dr. Shannon Hogue teaches the Greek course on tragedy.
ful reading of the play, the class her students’ hard work.
proud of them
will develop a complete produc“This class of HABs deserves for jumping into the challenge and Bound’ back to life on the stage,”
tion and fabricate masks and cos- a tremendous amount of cred- hope that everyone will join me Hogue said.
tumes, write stage directions for it for their enthusiasm for this in supporting them as they bring
The performance will be near
the actors and choreograph for project. When I first suggested their version of ‘Prometheus the end of the current semester.
the chorus.
As the class continues to
prepare for the production,
Hogue hopes that it will result
in a greater appreciation for
classical literature.
“Many works of Classical
literature address questions
dealing with the human spirit
and mankind’s relationships
with the divine, the natural
world and the social institutions of our world, especially
family and politics.
“Homer illustrates Ancient
Greek definitions of heroism
but also the universality of
war and its effects. Herodotus
asks the question, ‘What
makes a man blessed?’ And in
tragedy the playwrights stage
very difficult questions, askPhoto courtesy of wikipedia.org
ing their audiences to examine The famous gold statue of the mythical, fire-stealing god Prometheus, located in New York City’s Rockefeller Plaza

“The Great Gatsby” faithfully dazzles
By Meredith Francis
Campus News Editor

The Queen City’s own
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company
(CSC) recently premiered Simon
Levy’s stage adaptation of the
American novel “The Great
Gatsby,” and the results are as
beautifully tragic as the novel
itself.
Whether or not theatergoers
are fans of the novel, CSC’s stage
adaptation incorporates stunning
artistic elements to shed a unique
light on the story of Jay Gatsby
and Daisy Buchanan, breathing
new life into a story that is now
89 years old.
The show, which is directed
by Brian Isaac Phillips, features a
talented cast that digs deep into
the complicated characters. Jared
Joplin plays Jay Gatsby, and brings
to the role a complex, tortured
performance that obsesses over
his lost love Daisy Buchanan,
played by Sara Clark.
These two roles are well-cast.

Joplin conveys the mystery of rality that perfectly contrast with is limited, Rose conveys the timidGatsby and his undying hope and the wild Jazz Age.
ity and raw emotion of the characcarries the confidence and bravaOther notable performanc- ter with ease. At times the delivery
do of his favorof the story is
ite phrase, “old
hokey, yet it fits
sport.”
Clark
the over-the-top
plays Daisy well,
Jazz Age mensuccessfully portality where the
traying Daisy’s
parties seemingfickleness
and
ly never ended.
overbearing naIt was also difture that leaves
ficult to believe
Gatsby, her husGatsby’s
lavband Tom and
ish parties with
the
audience
such a small cast.
frustrated by her
However, they
actions.
still brought the
Arguably one
party-like enerof the most imgy to the stage.
portant
roles
The technical
Photo courtesy of rckny.com elements of the
of the show or
any adaptation Jared Joplin (left) as Jay Gatsby and Sara Clark (right) as Daisy Buchanan show beautifully
of “The Great Gatsby” is Nick es include Kelly Mengelkoch, enhance the story.
Carraway – the narrator of the who plays the perpetually cool
The first act closes with the fastory and the conscience of the Jordan Baker. Mengelkoch plays mous scene where Gatsby, Daisy
events. Justin McCombs gives a Baker confidently and humor- and Nick throw Gatsby’s silk
brilliant performance, portraying ously. Nicholas Rose plays George shirts around the room and as the
Nick’s naïvety, kindness and mo- Wilson, and though his stage time lights fade, dozens of more shirts

cleverly fall from the ceiling as if
out of thin air. Many elements
from the book are incorporated
into the design, including Daisy’s
green light, Gatsby’s cool yellow
car and the famous cover design
of the all-seeing spectacled eyes,
which is strikingly projected onto
the back wall.
The more passionate “Gatsby”
fans will be pleased to know that
the stage adaptation is remarkably
faithful to the original text, with
only minor details changed to fit
the complexities of staging.
Even some of the memorable
lines from the book are maintained, including the famous opening and closing lines, as well as
Gatsby’s desperately hopeful line,
“Can’t repeat the past? Why of
course you can.” The show runs
until Oct. 4 and tickets can be purchased online at cincyshakes.com.

Newswire Rating:
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By Allison Wisyanski
Staff Writer

On Sept. 16, Keke Palmer
stepped into Cinderella’s glass slippers as the first African-American
actress ever to play the role on
Broadway. “Cinderella,” a Rodgers
and Hammerstein production, debuted a year and a half ago and
won a Tony award. This marks the
first time an African-American
woman has played the princess in
the history of the show.
Palmer has had much success
with her 2006 role in “Akeelah and

brothers & sisters y’all. All colors!
Peace is the answer. Stop separating yourself through race.” She
announced it after the shooting
of Michael Brown, the unarmed
black teenager killed by a police
officer in Ferguson, Missouri.
According to the Hollywood
Reporter, she wanted to promote
non-violence, and she saw the role
as an opportunity to show her
fans that “everything is possible.”
Palmer especially wanted to
encourage young black girls to
follow their dreams. “It’s good

Photo courtesy of theatermania.com

Keke Palmer (left) and Sherri Shepard (right) make history on Broadway.

the Bee” and her present role as
the youngest talk show host in the
nation on the B.E.T. show “Just
Keke.”
She replaces Cindy Paige Faure
in the role of Cinderella, who has
also been played by Carly Rae
Jepsen. Sherri Shepard, who plays
the evil stepmother, is another
African-American actress who
will perform alongside Palmer.
According to NBC News,
when Palmer got the offer she felt
overwhelmed. “I don’t even know
how to describe this feeling. I was
just very – this is crazy,” Palmer
said. In mid-August, Palmer announced the news and tweeted,
“Dreams do come true!! We are

for them just to be able to see
someone that looks like them and
lets them know that it’s possible,”
Palmer said to NBC News. “But
just because you have never seen it
doesn’t mean that you can’t be it.”
Cinderella is not the first
Broadway production to have
black performers play traditionally
Caucasian roles. “Phantom of the
Opera” was the first, with black
actor Norm Lewis playing the
Phantom. Palmer’s words are inspiring, and at the age of 21, she’s
living the Cinderella story.
She hopes that from this show
Broadway will slowly but surely
employ actors of color for a
broader array of parts.

By Eric minion

will take place Nov. 21-23. In the
spring, Xavier Players is bringing
back some old shows, but with a
couple of changes.
In February, there will be a musical cabaret. In the past, Xavier
Players has put on “Songs in the
Key of ... ,” a series of different
songs revolving around a theme.
However, the club did away
with this format in favor of a cabaret to better highlight Xavier’s
overall musical talent. Lastly, the
club will produce the social justice piece, “Voices for Change,”
a show comprised completely of
short student written pieces. It
will take place March 27-29.
In addition to all of the listed
shows, Xavier Players also has a
plethora of events, such as Play
Reading Group and family game
nights.
Auditions for “Toolbox” and
“Bus Stop” will take place Sept.
21 and 22. For more information,
go to the Xavier Players Facebook
or the Orgsync page.
Disclaimer: Staff Writer Eric
Minion serves as club treasurer for the
Xavier Players.

Players preview
Staff Writer
With the Xavier University
Theatre Department successfully kicking off its season with
“The Last Five Years,” Xavier’s
student-operated theater club,
Xavier Players, also has much in
store. Students should know that
Xavier Players is busy with a full
season scheduled for the year.
There is the return of
“Toolbox,” the club’s improvisational show. However, Xavier
Players has taken a slightly different take on the classic show.
Instead of having one cast for a
single show, the cast of “Toolbox”
will be year-long. As a result, students can expect to see more of
“Toolbox” throughout the year.
Xavier Players has two additional
shows planned for the fall semester: “24 Hour Theatre” and “Bus
Stop.” “24 Hour Theatre” will
take place Nov. 1-2.
Students will have the opportunity to write, direct, produce
and perform a show, all in a single
day. “Bus Stop” is Xavier Players’
second ever published piece and

“Sherlock” succeeds

Arts&Entertainment

A Cinderella story
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By alex spindler

around but also interacted with gated murder and pulled off
Arts & Entertainment Editor
the actors, stole chocolate treats some hilarious dance moves to
Regional theater company, and even participated as accom- boot.
Cincinnati Playhouse in the plices to the murders.
The only critique of the
Park, unveiled its season openAside from the rich adaptation, show lies in the pacing.
er, “Sherlock Holmes and the which perfectly captured both
The beginning took its time
Adventure of the Suicide Club,” Doyle’s and Stevenson’s macabre getting off of the ground
to a packed house on Sept. 11.
yet gripping tone, the actors per- and a few scenes in between
Written
by
Jeffrey Hatcher
and based on
ch a r a c t e r s
penned by both
Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle and Robert
Louis Stevenson,
“Holmes” enlists
London’s famed
detective in another multi-faceted crime, this
time
involving
the
politicallycharged “Suicide
Club” of underground
Great
Britain.
After infiltrating
the club’s general
meetings, Holmes
discovers that the
six members (himself included) randomly murder each
other out of unfulfilled desires to
commit suicide.
Yet, with the
help of his assistant Watson, a
Russian monarch
and a devious club
secretary, Holmes
Photo courtesy of citybeat.com
discovers that there Steven Hauck brilliantly steals the show with his intelligent interpretation of Sherlock Holmes.
may be an international conflict lurking below the formed with brilliance, wit and, tense moments contained dull
surface with another mystery to above all else, purpose.
soliloquies.
be solved.
However, that issue reflects
Leading the pack as the dePlayhouse in the Park paid tective of Baker Street, Holmes back more on the authorship
extreme attention to detail, and himself, was the ingenious Steven and not so much on the proit paid off immensely. Many Hauck who gave a first-class and duction, which was top-notch.
of the actors were required to believable performance to a charA classic “whodunit”
speak with Russian, French or acter more lightly played by fa- coupled with black humor
Cockney accents and not a single mous actors like Robert Downey, and edge-of-your-seat susslip of the tongue was evident.
pense made “Sherlock” a
Jr. or Benedict Cumberbatch.
In addition, the techniDouglas Rees gave naturally knock-out. This is most defical aspects were astounding to sympathetic and light-hearted life nitely a stellar start to the
behold.
to his performance as the bum- Playhouse’s 2014-15 season.
The seedy, yet bourgeois na- bling Watson.
To purchase tickets, visit
ture of the “Suicide Club” called
However, the actress who www.cincyplay.com or call 513for high-class furniture while stood out by far was Tonya 421-3888 and order them soon
the streets of London called for Beckman who took on the com- before they sell out.
fog and intricate lighting.
plex role of the Club Secretary.
Newswire Rating:
Humorously, the technical
In one instance, she was just
workers donned butler suits and another vaudeville performer, but
not only moved stage pieces in another, she diabolically insti-

Photo courtesy of 700wlw.com

The regional production of “Sherlock Holmes” will play at Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park until Saturday, Oct. 4.
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Getting Sick

Flu season is nearly upon us, and the only place that may harbor more germs
than a daycare is a college campus. Students living in close proximity and
bringing their own germs from their home states is a recipe for disaster. Here
are some precautions you can take to try and fight infections.

Wash your hands
This may seem silly and obvious, but this is one of the most
effective ways to lower your chances of catching something.
For those of you who skipped “Handwashing 101,” putting
your hands under running water is not washing your hands.
You might as well just stick your hands in the toilet. Sing your
ABC’s or “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” while scrubbing with
soap and water. If you are thinking of ignoring this advice,
just remember all the tables and surfaces you put your phone
on. Think of all the keyboards and doorknobs you touch,
and how many times a day you touch your mouth or eyes.
Seriously, wash your hands, because someone else probably
didn’t.

Use your sleeve
This goes back to handwashing. If you cough or sneeze into
your hand, all those germs are on your hand and you could
spread it to other people. Not covering your mouth is not an
option. Aim into your sleeve or use a tissue. Not only will you
be protecting others, but your fellow classmates won’t hate
you for spraying snot all over their homework or your hand,
which may be holding the pencil you borrowed.

Get your flu shot
No, the flu shot will not give you the flu, autism or anything
else that someone with no medical background can think of.
The flu shot protects you from strains of the flu that research
suggests will be the most common this winter. True, getting
shots is not as fun as getting a pumpkin spice latte, but it may
save you a world of misery down the road.

Images courtesy of Google

Live a healthy lifestyle
This boosts your immune system and gives you a better chance of fighting
off infections. Taking supplements of vitamin D, zinc and vitamin E may
help fight off illness because all are involved in immune function. Eating
healthy and exercising will also improve resistance. Keep in mind, eating less
dessert is not exactly healthy. Eating healthy includes eating vitamin- and
mineral-rich foods such as fruits and vegetables. Living off of frozen meals
and carbs is not considered a healthy lifestyle for fighting off infections.

Sleep
It’s a complex chain of events, but to put it simply, if your body is too
tired, it will have a hard time fighting infection. Just think: the less sleep
you get, the more sick you could get. This may be a bit dramatic, but if you
are well-rested, your body is going to be better prepared to fight infections.
Immune functions go down if you are tired, just like your ability to pay attention in class. Skip the all-nighters and do your homework after class. If
you don’t take a nap in the middle of prime homework time, you won’t have
to stay up late to do it.

Stay home
If you’re actually sick, don’t spread your illness to everyone in
your class. Sometimes, if you force yourself to go about everyday
business, your body may have a harder time fighting off infection.
If you feel like you are about to fall over, stay home and rest. It’s
all your body needs.

Already Sick?

Here are a few pointers:

Don’t share drinks
or food
This should go without saying. You’re making it easier for
the germs to jump from you to your roommate by sharing their
water bottle, or eating off their plate.

1. Take all previous advice.
2. Sleep. Seriously, get your rest. Staying up
late isn’t doing you any favors.
3. Drink fluids. And by fluids, I mean water,
or even Gatorade, which can help replace electrolytes. Avoid alcohol and soda.
4. Use the over-the-counter meds. They can
be your best weapon against a stuffy nose or a
headache.
5. If you have a virus, antibiotics won’t do
anything to help fight the infection. All taking
antibiotics inappropriately does is help to create
drug-resistant germs.
6. Switch your toothbrush. Who wants a
germy toothbrush anyway?
7. Wash your sheets and towels. Clorox your
doorknobs and bathrooms. All your “sick
germs” are all over your stuff, guaranteed.

